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MICHAEL ZANDER*
The Thatcher Government's Onslaught
on the Lawyers: Who Won?
The story of the British Government's 1989 exercise in reforming the legal
profession represents one of the most extraordinary and fascinating episodes in
the long history of the profession. It has lessons not only for lawyers outside
Britain but for would-be reformers of any kind. To understand what happened,
however, one needs a sense of the recent history.'
I. The Historical Background
The story began a decade ago in 1979 when the Benson Royal Commission on
Legal Services produced its report for England and Wales. 2 From the legal
profession's point of view, there were three critical issues under review by the
Royal Commission: (1) whether the profession should remain divided into bar-
risters and solicitors; (2) whether barristers should retain their monopoly of the
right of audience in the higher courts; and (3) whether solicitors should retain
their monopoly over conveyancing work.
*Professor of Law, London School of Economics. The author was privileged to study under Pro-
fessor Louis Sohn at Harvard University in 1957-1958, while he was completing his LL.M. degree.
This article was the basis for a speech to the University of Hong Kong's Law Faculty in December
1989, and for the Alfred P. Murrah Lecture delivered at Southern Methodist University, Dallas,
Texas, on February 20, 1990.
I. This article deals with the story as it concerns England and Wales. Events in Scotland were
closely parallel but not quite identical.
2. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES, REPORT, 1979, CMND. No. 7648. There was an
equivalent report for Scotland by the Hughes Royal Commission. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL
SERVICES IN SCOTLAND, REPORT, 1980, CMND. No. 7846 (known as the Hughes Report).
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On the first question, the fifteen-man Royal Commission with a majority of lay
members was unanimous. It concluded that the divided profession was in the
public interest-primarily because it was the best way of safeguarding standards
and availability of the services of specialists both in advocacy and the substantive
law. Fusion, it thought, would lead to a decline in standards.
On the second question, by a bare majority of eight to seven, the Commission
thought that the Bar's monopoly of advocacy in the higher courts should be
retained-again mainly as a way of protecting standards.
On the third issue, the Commission again favored the status quo--by ten to
five. The majority thought that on balance the general public benefitted more
than it lost from the conveyancing monopoly.
3
The profession was naturally immensely relieved at this outcome of the first
major inquiry into its activities. In the 1960s and 1970s there had been various
external inquiries into different aspects of the profession and its work,4 but the
Royal Commission was the first attempt to bring comprehensive external scrutiny
to bear on the profession's problems. In 1983, after some four years of mature
reflection, Mrs. Thatcher's government delivered its verdict on the Benson Re-
port. It stated that it accepted all three main recommendations. 5 The then-Lord
Chancellor, Lord Hailsham, had little appetite for reform of the legal profession.
It seemed to all informed observers that on the three main questions, the Com-
mission's Report had settled the issue for at least a generation to come.
It was therefore a rude shock that within a short time all these issues were
thrown back into the melting pot as if the Royal Commission had never existed.
The event that precipitated this unexpected series of developments occurred in
December 1983. At the time it hardly seemed to be of much consequence, but it
turned out to be one of those seemingly minor incidents that change history.
A Labour backbench Member of Parliament, Mr. Austin Mitchell, secured a
high position in the annual ballot for Private Members' legislation. Urged on by
the Consumers' Association, he decided to put forward a bill to abolish the
solicitor's conveyancing monopoly. No one gave the bill any chance of success,
the more so since the government announced that it was against the bill. But
unexpectedly it gained the support of the House of Commons on the Second
Reading. That was the crucial event, for in the Christmas vacation that followed,
against the advice of the Lord Chancellor, the Cabinet changed its mind and
decided to make Mr. Mitchell's bill a government bill.
This intention, announced in February 1984, was eventually translated into
legislative form in the Administration of Justice Act 1985, Part II of which made
3. The Scottish Royal Commission by contrast went the other way on this issue by ten votes to
one. Hughes Report, supra note 2, 1 9.45.
4. For a review of these, see, e.g., M. ZANDER, LEGAL SERVICES FOR THE COMMUNITY (1978).
5. THE GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES,
1983, CMND. No. 9077.
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provision for licensed conveyancers to compete with solicitors. (The Act went
further and also permitted recognized financial institutions to undertake convey-
ancing through solicitors or licensed conveyancers. But this provision became
inoperative when Lord Hailsham accepted the Law Society's argument that fi-
nancial institutions could not do conveyancing for their own clients because of
the potential conflict of interest problem. 6) The Act received the Royal Assent in
October 1985, and nearly two years later, in 1987, the first licensed conveyancers
became authorized to practice. But long before this the ground had started to
heave.
The government's announcement in February 1984 that it intended to break the
conveyancing monopoly caused consternation in the solicitors' profession. Con-
veyancing, for most firms, accounted for approximately half of all income. The
thought that that income was threatened created a sense of panic. In response the
Law Society announced almost immediately that the traditional restrictions on
advertising would be abolished as from October 1984. Solicitors would be per-
mitted to advertise on radio, in the national and local press, and through virtually
any other medium other than television. 7 Subsequently, the rules were relaxed
even further.8
Even more striking was the way the profession metaphorically stripped for
action against the competition. The Consumers' Association estimated in Janu-
ary 1985 that conveyancing charges had come down by as much as a quarter to
a third-more than two years before the first licensed conveyancers opened their
doors. The Law Society changed its rules to allow solicitors to sell property like
estate agents with a view to encouraging one-stop conveyancing. 9 It altered its
rules to permit solicitors to incorporate with limited as well as unlimited liability.
The only significant restriction was that all directors and shareholders must be
solicitors.'o The rules were changed so as to legitimize what are euphemistically
called "arrangements," whereby work is channelled to solicitors by different
kinds of businesses such as estate agents or building societies. Traditionally,
solicitors have been strictly forbidden by the practice rules from entering into
arrangements for the introduction of business for fear that it would imperil
6. See Law Soc'y Gaz., May 30, 1984, at 1485. The Law Society is the governing body for the
solicitors branch of the profession-equivalent to the American Bar Association.
7. The profession was deeply divided as to the merits of the policy. At the Law Society's next
Annual General Meeting in July 1985, a motion opposing the Law Society's policy was narrowly
defeated by a mere thirteen votes out of nearly 7,000 cast: 3,420 to 3,407. On a subsequent ballot,
the voting was 13,528 in favor of the policy with 11,246 against.
8. See Law Soc'y Gaz., Dec. 17, 1986, at 3791; id., Jan. 28, 1987, at 235.
9. See id., Jan. 30, 1985, at 257; id. Mar. 13, 1985, at 726.
10. Id., Feb. 3, 1988, at 13. The Master of the Rolls subsequently approved rules put forward
by the Law Society to permit the practice of law by recognized bodies including companies managed
and controlled by solicitors and recognized by the Society as suitable to carry on such practice. The
Administration of Justice Act, 1985, § 9 would bring such rules into force when activated by the
Lord Chancellor, but this did not happen. See also Dilger, To Incorporate or Not to Incorporate, Law
Soc'y Gaz., July 26, 1989, at 28.
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solicitors' independence. As of September 1988, however, arrangements have
been permissible subject to the provisions of a new code. 11 At the end of April
1987 a fierce debate was launched by the Secretary General of the Law Society
as to whether solicitors should be permitted to join in partnership with members
of other professions. 12
The other great development, flowing directly from the Government's deci-
sion in 1984 to break the solicitors' conveyancing monopoly, was an attack by
the Law Society on the Bar's monopoly over advocacy in the higher courts.
Traditionally, relations between the two branches of the profession had been
fairly cordial on the basis of the established lines of demarcation. Nevertheless,
at the end of March 1984, within weeks of the government's announcement, the
Law Society announced that the Council "had decided to press for the removal
of the barristers' monopoly of rights of advocacy in the higher courts."' 3 This
was indeed an unkind cut-and one not well received by the Bar. There then
ensued a series of furious exchanges between the two branches of the
profession. 14 These became so acrimonious and undignified that, on the advice
of Lord Hailsham, the Bar Council and the Law Society agreed to calm the
situation by establishing a joint committee. This committee consisted of five
leading members of the Bar, five leading members of the solicitors' profession,
and five independent persons under the chairmanship of the universally respected
Lady Marre.
The Marre Committee was established in April 1986. It produced its report in
July 1988. 15 Between those two dates the most significant event relating to the
affairs of the profession was the publication, in March 1988, of a consultation
paper issued by the Department of Trade and Industry entitled Review of Re-
strictive Trade Practices Policy. 16 The paper indicated that the government's
policy was to end the exemption from restrictive practices legislation previously
enjoyed by professions, including the legal profession. In the future they would
11. See Law Soc'y Gaz., Feb. 3, 1988, at 13; id., June 15, 1988, at 13; id., July 13, 1988, at
II; id., Aug. 31, 1988, at 11.
12. In a discussion document entitled Multi-disciplinary Partnerships and Allied Topics, The
Benson Royal Commission had been against multidisciplinary partnerships. The equivalent Royal
Commission for Scotland had disagreed. The Director General of Fair Trading sided with the Scottish
Royal Commission in Restrictions on the Kind of Organization through which Members of Profes-
sions May Offer their Services, a report published in August 1986 by the Law Society, Chancery
Lane, London WC2. The English profession found that it could not agree on the proposal. See Law
Soc'y Gaz., May 4, 1988, at 8. The profession in Scotland rejected the concept. See id., July 20,
1988, at 4.
13. See Law Soc'y Gaz., Mar. 28, 1984, at 858.
14. For further details, see, e.g., M. ZANDER, A MATTER OF JUSTICE: THE LEGAL SYSTEM IN
FERMENT 24-29 (rev. ed. 1988).
15. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE FUTURE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION: A TIME FOR CHANGE
(B. Council & Council of the L. Soc'y, July 1988).
16. DEP'T OF TRADE & INDUSTRY, REVIEW OF RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES POLICY, 1988, CM.
No. 311.
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have to justify any exemption to the proposed new competition authority. The
antirestrictive trade practices philosophy of the consultation paper was to prove
an important philosophical underpinning for the proposals made less than a year
later in the government's consultation "Green Papers."
When the Marre Committee produced its report in July 1988, it confirmed
what had from the outset been the likely outcome, that it had failed to reach any
agreement on the main issue before it-the vexed question of rights of audience
in the higher courts. The solicitor members, together with four out of five of the
independent members, thought that solicitors should have extended rights of
audience in the higher courts. 17 The barrister members and one of the indepen-
dent members thought they should not.
The position, therefore, was one of irreconcilable conflict between the two
branches of the profession. It was this situation that presented itself to Lord
Mackay of Clashfern, the Lord Chancellor, and that resulted in the Green Papers.
The announcement that the Green Papers would be published came without
warning on October 24, 1988, immediately following the Law Society's annual
conference at which the Lord Chancellor had spoken without breathing a word of
his plans. The press reported the contemplated publication in front-page banner
headlines of which that in The Times was typical: "Mackay plans shake-up for
legal system."' 8
The announcement stated that the Lord Chancellor would be publishing Green
Papers early in 1989 that would examine afresh the fundamental issues of what
activities require the services of lawyers and on what basis such services ought
ideally to be provided. They would deal with the future of the divided profession,
with the Bar's monopoly over the right of audience in the crown courts, with
appointment to the High Court bench, with the solicitors' monopolies in regard
to both conveyancing and probate work, and with multidisciplinary partnerships.
They would also inquire into the potential role for nonlawyers to do work now
done by lawyers. This was heady stuff. Worse, the announcement said that the
government would implement the proposals after allowing a mere three months
for consultation.
The leaders of the two branches bravely responded by saying that they wel-
comed the news, but, to adapt a phrase made famous by a former Secretary to the
British Cabinet, this was being somewhat economical with the truth.' 9 The
17. The majority view was that solicitors should be permitted to appear for the defense in crown
courts provided they were approved as competent by an Advisory Board that would be established
in each circuit. Such a solicitor would need to have been qualified for a period of, say, three years,
would have to provide references about competence, and would have to be interviewed by the Board.
The recommendation did not, however, extend to High Court work nor to prosecution work in the
crown courts.
18. The Times (London), Oct. 25, 1988.
19. The phrase was used by Sir Robert Armstrong under cross-examination to describe his own
evidence in the Spycatcher case in Australia.
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reality was that they viewed the Lord Chancellor's announcement with the grav-
est misgivings. In the event, their alarm was fully justified.
The gestation period lasted from around September 1988 until the end of
January 1989, in all conscience not an unduly long period for the preparation of
what turned out to be a startlingly radical program of reforms, few of which had
been previously proposed by any official committee. No hard information has yet
emerged as to who were the individuals who played the chief intellectual role in
the formulation of the Green Papers. It seems that they were the result of the
work of a committee of officials under the chairmanship of an official of the Lord
Chancellor's Department, who appears to have acted as chief draftsman. The
officials came from a considerable number of government departments including
the Treasury and the Department of Trade and Industry, both of which were
thought to have had an especially significant role. There is no information as to
whether No. 10 Downing Street was represented on the committee or what, if
any, part was played by the Prime Minister or her close advisers. Even the
precise extent of the Lord Chancellor's role cannot be accurately assessed at this
stage-though it seems that it was considerable throughout, from the inception
of the proposals to their ultimate publication, and indeed, from then until they
were replaced by the very different White Paper in July.
II. The Green Papers
The three Green Papers were published on January 25, 1989.20 The stated
overall objective was to ensure that the public was provided with the most
efficient and effective network of legal services at the most economical price,
subject to assurances as to the competence of those providing the services. The
means to be used was "the discipline of the market. '" 2 1 The Green Papers
emphasized the importance not only of maintaining the standards and integrity of
those providing services, but also of ensuring that practitioners had the appro-
priate expertise for the work in question. 2
The Green Papers covered an extremely wide range of matters. This is not the
place to undertake a detailed survey of all the proposals. It is sufficient here to




Rights of audience in the courts should be restricted to those who were prop-
erly trained and experienced and subject to suitable codes of conduct. Sub-
20. THE WORK AND ORGANIZATION OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION, 1989, CM. No. 570 [hereinafter
MGP]; CONVEYANCING By AUTHORIZED PRACTITIONERS, 1989, CM. No. 572 [hereinafter CONVEY-
ANCING GP]; CONTINGENCY FEES, 1989, CM. No. 571.
21. MGP, supra note 20, 1.2.
22. Id. 1.2-4.
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ject to that, the public ought to have the widest possible choice among recognized
advocates. 23 The test should be whether the relevant professional body had been
authorized to certify advocates and whether the individual had the prescribed
qualifications. The fact that someone was a barrister, solicitor, or employed
lawyer would no longer be critical. 24 Lay advocates could also be given rights of
audience.
Advocacy certificates could be either full (entitling the holder to appear in all
the courts) or limited (entitling one to practice only in the lower courts). An
applicant for a full certificate would have to undergo practical training in advo-
cacy, including a course, attachment to a practicing advocate, attendance at
actual cases, and possibly, a second course. A full certificate would require
having held a limited certificate for a minimum period. In addition, the applicant
would need a certificate of satisfactory performance from the supervising advo-
cate and would have to prove a prescribed minimum of actual advocacy in the
magistrates, county, and crown courts. 25 Those with a limited certificate would
have a right of audience in the lower courts, plus guilty plea cases in the higher
courts and formal unopposed hearings in the High Court and in chambers.
The transitional arrangements would be that all barristers who had completed
their pupillage by the time the new arrangements came into force would have full
certificates; all solicitors in private practice at the time would have limited
certificates.
2. Judicial Appointment
All advocates who had held the requisite advocacy certificate for the appro-
priate period would be eligible to sit as judges in the courts covered by that
advocacy certificate. Present solicitors would be eligible for appointment to the
High Court only if they obtained a full advocacy certificate. 26
3. Conveyancing
As has been seen, in 1985 Lord Hailsham had ruled that financial institutions
could not undertake conveyancing for their own clients because of the conflict of
interest. The Green Paper suggested that such conflicts of interest would arise
rarely and could be dealt with adequately by rules of conduct. It therefore
proposed to allow financial institutions to provide conveyancing services to their
own clients subject to appropriate safeguards to ensure "a level playing field" as
between the institutions such as banks and building societies on the one hand and
private firms of solicitors on the other. Thus, there should be no cross-
subsidization of conveyancing, and this would have to be proved to auditors. It
might also be required that the institution agree to pay for a solicitor in private
23. Id. 1 5.7.
24. Id. 5.8.
25. Id. 5.14-.23, 5.30.
26. Id. 110.12.
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practice if the client preferred. Lending institutions should be permitted to hold
shares in licensed conveyancing practices. The Law Society might reconsider its
negative policy on outside shareholding.27
4. Direct Access to Barristers
Individual banisters should be free to decide for themselves whether, and to
what extent, to accept instructions direct from lay clients.28
B. OTHER RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES
1. Queen's Counsel
The title Queen's Counsel (QC) would no longer be confined to members of
the Bar. Any person with a full advocacy certificate whether a barrister or
solicitor could be eligible.2 9
2. Chambers
The rule that a barrister must practice from officially sanctioned chambers should
go. The rule had had a seriously restrictive effect on entry to practice. A barrister
should be permitted to practice from anywhere, including his own home.
30
3. Clerks
The rule that a banister must have a clerk should also be abolished.3 '
4. Partnerships at the Bar
Barristers should be permitted to form partnerships.32
5. Incorporation for Barristers' Chambers
Barristers, like solicitors, should be permitted to practice in corporate form.
33
6. Employment by Barristers
Barristers should be permitted to employ other barristers providing there was
no conflict of interest.34
27. CONVEYANCING GP, supra note 20, I 1.3-.4; 3.1-.2.
28. MGP, supra note 20, 8.6. The Bar in fact relaxed this rule in March 1989 to permit
barristers to take instructions direct from members of approved professions. By the end of May 1989
the Bar Council had recognized the Institute of Chartered Accountants, the Chartered Association of
Certified Accountants, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, the Association of Average
Adjusters, and the Royal Town Planning Institute.
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7. Advertising by Barristers
The rules regulating advertising by barristers should be relaxed as had already
been done for solicitors. The only restriction should be that advertising be legal,
decent, honest, and truthful. 35
8. Contingency Fees
Consideration should be given to the introduction of some form of contingent
fee arrangement. There were three possible models. One was the full-blooded
American form of contingency fees, under which the lawyer agrees with his
client to be paid only in the event of success by way of an agreed percentage of
the damages. This would need to be restricted by rules. The second was the
"speculative action," as it operates in Scotland, under which the lawyer agrees
to charge a fee only if the case is won, but the fee is no more than he would
charge normally. A third possibility was to allow the lawyer acting in a "spec-
ulative action" to charge some reasonable markup to reflect the risk of his not
getting paid at all. 36
9. Multidisciplinary Partnerships
Both barristers and solicitors should be permitted to form partnerships with
members of other professions-and with each other. Each member of a partner-
ship would be bound by the code of ethics of the member's own profession.
37
10. Multinational Partnerships
Both barristers and solicitors should be permitted to form partnerships with
lawyers from other countries. 38
C. COMPLAINTS
A new office of Legal Services Ombudsman should be set up to inquire into
the handling of complaints by the professional bodies of both barristers and
solicitors. 39 This office would replace that of statutory Lay Observer, which
applies only to complaints affecting solicitors.
D. GOVERNMENT'S ROLE
The Green Papers proposed three important new functions for government:
(1) To lay down the basic principles to be included in the profession's codes
of practice: "The Government is not prepared to leave it to the legal profession
35. Id. 13.9.
36. CONTINGENCY FEES, supra note 20, passim.
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to settle the principles which these codes should adopt because they will be of
such great importance both to the administration of justice and to the public." 40
The Lord Chancellor would look to his Advisory Committee4' to guide him on
the content of the codes.42 It would be left to the profession to enforce the codes
and to apply any sanctions.43 The standards would be laid down by statutory
instrument.44
(2) To decide, after taking the advice of his Advisory Committee and the
judiciary, which professional bodies should have the right to license advocates
with the right to appear in the courts: "The Government suggests that it is in the
public interest that a variety of professional bodies should be so authorized."
45
The Advisory Committee would have to satisfy itself that the professional body
had adequate arrangements to ensure a practitioner's competence and to monitor
the individual's performance as a practicing advocate.
(3) To determine, after obtaining the advice of the Advisory Committee,
which specialisms should be officially recognized and the requirements for the
education, training, and qualifications for recognized providers of such specialist
46
services.
E. THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The government proposed that the existing Advisory Committee on Legal
Education, established in 1971 as a result of a recommendation of the Ormrod
Committee 4 7 be expanded and given a broader range of functions. The Com-
mittee should consist of fifteen members: a judge as chairman; two barristers
and two solicitors, appointed after consulting with their respective professional
bodies; two academic representatives; and eight lay representatives appointed
after wide consultation.4 8 There would therefore be a majority of lay
members.
The role of the Advisory Committee would include: to keep under review the
education and training of lawyers (at the academic, vocational, and post-
vocational stages); to consider what areas of legal services required specialist
expertise by lawyers or others; to consider what the education and training of
specialists should be; to advise the Lord Chancellor on the codes of conduct to
be followed by lawyers and other practitioners recognized as suitable to under-
40. Id. 4.12.





46. Id. 3.11, 3.13.
47. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LEGAL EDUCATION, 1971, CMND. No. 8595.
48. MGP, supra note 20, 3.14.
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take work in the recognized specialisms. The Committee would submit an annual
report to the Lord Chancellor and to Parliament.
49
III. Reaction to the Green Papers
To say that the Green Papers caused an explosion would be a gross under-
statement. It is doubtful whether any single event in the long history of the
English legal profession ever provoked so fierce and so broadly based a negative
reaction.
The government allowed from January 25 to May 2, only twelve weeks, for
consultation-in the view of many (including the writer) a grossly insufficient
period for mature reflection on so remarkable a package of proposals. In spite of
this short time, it received over 2,000 submissions.50
There were six principal identifiable categories of respondents: (1) the barris-
ters; (2) the solicitors; (3) the judges; (4) the politicians; (5) the press; and
(6) various types of institutional and individual experts, both lay and legal. With
the notable exception of the lay press and the consumers' lobby, almost all those
who contributed to the debate were in varying degrees hostile to part or all of the
proposals.
A. THE BAR
The Bar's response from the very start was stridently critical. At the press
conference held by the Lord Chancellor on January 25, 1989, to launch the
Green Papers, the Chairman of the Bar, Mr. Desmond Fennell QC, described
them as a threat to the quality of justice, to the continued existence of the Bar,
and to the independence of both the judiciary and the legal profession. The Bar,
he predicted, would wither away "because the best barristers will be head hunted
by the big city firms. ' 5 ' The control of justice would be shifted from the judges
to civil servants. Prosecutions would be conducted by employed state prosecu-
tors. The time of the courts would be wasted by inexperienced advocates. The
proposal "for the licensing of advocates under government control" gave rise to
grave constitutional dangers.
' 52
The Bar's campaign continued more or less in similar vein. The only signif-
icant item on which it accepted the Green Papers was that solicitors should be
49. Id. 3.12.
50. Copies have been lodged for scholars to consult in the libraries of both Houses of Parliament,
the Supreme Court, and the Lord Chancellor's Department.
51. See The Guardian, Jan. 26, 1989.
52. Press Conference, Jan. 25, 1989. For an account of the statement, see The Times (London),
Jan. 26, 1989; The Daily Telegraph, Jan. 26, 1989; The Guardian, Jan. 26, 1989; and The Inde-
pendent, Jan. 26, 1989.
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eligible for appointment to the High Court bench.53 Apart from this it never
compromised, though its harsh tone was in the end somewhat modified in the
face of severe criticism from many quarters as to its style. 54 One matter that
attracted much notice was the fact that the Bar raised a £1 million fighting fund.
A full two-page advertisement in the press paid for out of this money was
actually criticized by Mrs. Thatcher in the House of Commons as "unprofes-
sional" in denigrating other lawyers. 55 She told members of Parliament that she
shared the concern of the Director of Public Prosecutions who had complained of
the "unfair and inaccurate comments" made in the advertisement which de-
scribed the Crown Prosecution Service as "state prosecutors."
56
In addition to innumerable oral presentations, the Bar produced a variety of
written contributions to the debate-ranging from the advertisement that called
on the public to write to members of Parliament in protest at the government's
plans, to a 275-page final document submitted in response to the Green
Papers. 57 There is no doubt that, rightly or wrongly, the leaders of the Bar were
convinced that the Green Papers represented a mortal threat to the continued
58 th
existence of their branch of the profession, and the doom and gloom of their
approach undoubtedly made itself widely felt.
B. THE SOLIcrTORS
The Law Society's initial response to the Green Papers was totally different
from that of the Bar. At the launch press conference on January 25, the president
53. The Bar's representatives on the Marre Committee had already accepted this proposal, which
was, therefore, a unanimous recommendation of the Committee.
54. A particularly devastating attack on the way the Bar handled its campaign was made by
retired Lord Justice Lawton speaking at the Forum organized by The Times Mar. 15, 1989, at the
National Theatre. Speaking more in sorrow than by anger he suggested that in the manner in which
its case was presented, the Bar had showed itself to be its own worst enemy. See The Times
(London), Mar. 16, 1989. Evidence that this view eventually gained considerable support inside the
Bar Council came after the White Paper had been published when it emerged that the Bar had
changed its public relations advisers.
55. See The Times (London), Mar. 22, 1989.
56. Id. Mar. 20, 22, 23, 1989.
57. GEN. COUNCIL OF THE BAR, QUALITY OF JUSTICE: THE BAR'S RESPONSE (1989) summarized
in The Times (London), May 3, 1989, at 7. The document was approved at a meeting of the Bar
Council on April 15, at which time it received the full support and approval of all the Circuits and
all the specialist Bar Associations, including the Bar Association for Commerce, Finance and In-
dustry and for Local Government and Public Service. See also the submission of the Inns of Court
and of the Council of Legal Education and the Bar Council's paper "A financial evaluation of
extending rights of audience in the crown courts to solicitors." These reports are available from the
Bar Council, 11 South Square, Gray's Inn, London WCI. The Bar's position was also presented
frequently in the lay press, notably by Lord Alexander QC, a former chairman of the Bar Council.
See The Independent, Jan. 30, 1989; The Times (London), Apr. 7, 1989. See also Ivan Lawrence
QC, MP, The Times (London), Feb. 20, 1989. But see David Goldberg, QC, The Times (London),
Feb. 3, 1989; Anthony Lester QC, The Times (London), Feb. 4, 1989; Gerald Levy QC, Law Soc'y
Gaz., Feb. 22, 1989, at 14; and William Goodhart QC, The Guardian, Mar. 17, 1989.
58. For a view that their fears may have been exaggerated, see, e.g., Zander, The Green Papers:
Are They the End?, Law Soc'y Gaz., Mar. 1, 1989, at 14.
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of the Law Society, Richard Gaskell, went so far as to welcome the Green
Papers. He said that their aim, to raise standards, to offer consumers more
choice, and to allow fair competition, fitted well with the Society's philosophy.
The tone was mild and conciliatory, indicating some concerns, but basically
accepting that the Government's proposals would be implemented, and that the
wisest course was to attempt to modify rather than to oppose them. 59 The issue
of the Law Society Gazette that immediately following the publication of the
Green Papers stated:
[t]he Society's view is that crying won't do a bit of good. It sees the government's
writing on the wall. Changes, major ones, are on the wall. And rather than make vain
attempts to push back tides, it intends to concentrate on trying to build safeguards into
risky proposals. It has promised the Lord Chancellor reasonableness and cooperation
and it urges its members to follow suit. 60
The Law Society decided not to oppose either the proposed abolition of the
monopoly over probate work or the right of financial institutions to do convey-
ancing. Its main worry naturally was over the threat to solicitors' income from
competition from banks and building societies in the conveyancing field. None-
theless, it initially decided to concentrate its fire on the question of the ground
rules for such competition, rather than opposing it entirely.
But the grass roots response from its members caused the Law Society to
toughen its response considerably. Its final submission argued that even if all the
safeguards it proposed were put in place, the general public would not be ade-
quately protected, and "the Government should therefore not permit estate agen-
cies to provide conveyancing services and should not permit lending institutions
to provide conveyancing services for borrowers." 6' The argument was that the
estate agencies and lending institutions were not in a position to offer indepen-
dent advice. Estate agencies had been bought up on a massive scale by banks and
building societies. Moreover, most of the large building societies were tied to
single life insurance companies. The result was that the customer who walked
into an estate agency might find himself under pressure to buy not simply a house
with an endowment rather than a repayment mortgage, but a range of insurance
and other financial commitments. The Law Society was also at pains to point out
that competition from financial institutions threatened the economic viability of
many provincial firms of solicitors, and if they had to close their doors, the
general public would suffer as much as the solicitors themselves.
The Law Society also took a softer line than the Bar on the role of the Advisory
Committee. The Bar thought that rights of audience should be controlled by the
59. The Law Society appeared determined not to repeat the mistake of its unsuccessful campaign
in 1984-85 opposing the government's legislation to permit licensed conveyancers to compete with
solicitors. It had confidently predicted that such legislation would have catastrophic results for the
profession, but it was plain that none of these had materialized.
60. Law Soc'y Gaz., Feb. 1, 1989, at 2.
61. LAW Soc'v, STRIKING THE BALANCE 2.16 (1989).
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judges and that questions of conduct, standards, and discipline should basically
remain ones solely for the profession and the judges. An advisory committee
should be advisory to the judges, not to the Lord Chancellor, and it should not
have a majority of lay members. The Law Society, by contrast, recommended
that rights of audience should be determined by primary legislation and that there
should be a body with a lay chairman and a majority of lay members to advise
on a variety of matters, including professional qualifications, conduct, and dis-
cipline. The proposed body, the Legal Affairs Commission, should be indepen-
dent of government with its own secretariat, but it should have no executive
functions. The professional bodies should have the right to appoint their own
representatives.
Both the Law Society and the Bar agreed that the proposals to give the Lord
Chancellor new powers over the profession represented a dangerous threat to its
independence.
C. THE JUDGES
English judges rarely speak out on matters of public controversy, but this issue
proved to be an exception. Almost from the outset, the country's senior judges
publicly registered their profound disapproval of the Green Papers.
The tone was set on Day One by Lord Hailsham in a thunderous denunciation
of his successor's proposals published in The Times. Having studied the Green
Papers, he had reluctantly come to the conclusion that "they are not particularly
well timed, not particularly well thought out, and some aspects, particularly the
suggested compromise with contingency fees, are definitely sinister."'62 In ad-
dition to being badly thought out, they were "ill-timed," their methodology was
"open to question," they were "divisive of the two professions," and some of
their proposals were "to say the least very seriously flawed. ' 63 He later said,
"[t]he one thing that has worried me about the whole exercise is that one does
not know whether the Government is sitting on its head or its bottom. Its trouble
is, it is thinking with its bottom and sitting on its head."
64
Lord Templeman said that the Lord Chancellor had forgotten the advice ten-
dered by the Chinese mandarin: "Do not remove the fly from the forehead of
your friend with a hatchet." 65 Lord Lane, the Lord Chief Justice, said the Green
Paper was "one of the most sinister documents ever to emanate from
Government.' 66 It threatened the independence of the legal profession and of the
judiciary. That independence was "the last bastion, the last protection between
62. See The Times (London), Jan. 26, 1989.
63. Id.
64. Id. Apr. 15, 1989.
65. Id. Mar. 31, 1989.
66. Id. Feb. 16, 1989.
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the citizen on the one hand and tyranny on the other." 67 Lord Devlin said that the
government's aim was "to break the Bar" 68 by assuming control of the right of
audience in the High Court. The Lord Chancellor and the proposed new com-
petition authority would determine which professions should be given a right of
audience. The notion that the government would lay down the rules of conduct
for advocates struck at the very concept of an independent judiciary. The Lord
Chancellor in his plans "was treating the judges like civil servants.' 69
Lord Donaldson, Master of the Rolls, said he thought the plans allowed the
government too much "interference." 70 Lord Ackner, speaking at The Times'
Forum on the Green Papers, said the proposals, if implemented, would destroy
the Bar. The Green Papers had been subject to no prior consultation. They did not
identify the benefits they were supposed to create. They made no comments on
previous debates nor did they give any explanation why the government had
changed its mind. The destruction of the Bar would reduce the quality of advo-
cacy, which was one of the central supports on which liberties were based. 7 1 Sir
Stephen Brown, president of the High Court Family Division, said that conflict
engendered by the government's plans could lead "to a most serious constitu-
tional crisis.''
7 2
Perhaps the unkindest cut of all was when Lord Scarman, in so many fields a
noted reformer, joined the critical judicial chorus. Speaking on television, he said
he agreed with Lord Hailsham that it was not a persuasive set of documents. He
would have been much happier if they had "a more tentative feel"; however, he
got the impression that the government had already made up its mind.7 3 Justice
was "a very difficult lady to nurture. ' 74 "You don't change an existing system
that has served the nation well by abstract theorizing and superficial analysis." 
75
If the plans were implemented, he believed that they would "increase costs and
reduce the range of legal services available to the public." 76
By the time the Green Papers came to be debated in the House of Lords on
April 7, it was obvious that they would get a fearful drubbing from the law lords.
In the event, eleven law lords and lord chancellors, past and present, spoke
during the debate; not one of them spoke in favor of the Green Papers, nor were
they kind to the Lord Chancellor's proposals.
77
67. Id.
68. Id. Mar. 10, 1989.
69. Id.
70. Id. Feb. 11, 1989.
71. Id. Mar. 16, 1989, at 15. The Times devoted four full pages to coverage of the conference.
72. Id. Feb. 23, 1989.




77. House of Lords, 505 HANSARD CO1S. 1313, 1332, 1338, 1344, 1381, 1402, 1408, 1411,
1432, 1434, 1457 (Apr. 7, 1989). For the debate on the equivalent paper for Scotland, ScoTTISH
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Not content with this formidable show of opposition, the judges launched two
further contributions to the debate. The senior judges produced a fifty-four-
page document issued by the Lord Chief Justice, the Master of the Rolls, the
President of the Family Division, the Vice Chancellor, the Lords Justices of
Appeal, and the Justices of the High Court. 78 Over a hundred attended the
meeting held to settle their response. 79 Normally, it said, it was not appropriate
for the judges collectively "to propound their views on proposed reforms of the
law or of the legal system." 80 But this was such a case:
The proposals in the main Green Paper raise a constitutional issue. They involve
far-reaching changes which, if implemented, would make fundamental and irreversible
alterations to the manner in which litigation in the higher courts is conducted and has
been conducted for many years. They represent a complete reversal of many of the
views expressed by the Government in November 1983 in its response to the report of
the Royal Commission on Legal Services ("the Benson Commission"). The time limit
for comments from all concerned is short. In our view the proposals, if carried through
in their present form, would have grave implications for the future administration ofjustice in this country. Accordingly, we consider we ought to draw attention to these
implications . . .
The tone of the document was measured, but it said that the government's
plans threatened the rule of law and represented a grave breach of the doctrine of
separation of powers. 82 The existence of solicitors' firms across the country
would be threatened if financial institutions were allowed to undertake convey-
ancing.
The senior judges also rebuked the Lord Chancellor for his share of respon-
sibility for the unfortunate tone of the public debate that had developed. This was
due, in part, to the short period of time allowed for consultation: "The produc-
tion of the Green Paper, containing such far-reaching proposals, some of them
expressed in very firm terms, with a peremptorily short period for comments...
has inevitably created an unfortunate atmosphere, not conducive to calm and
rational discussion.'' 8
3
A somewhat similar document was submitted with less fanfare by the Council
of H.M. Judges representing 410 circuit judges. In their view the Green Papers
HOME AND HEALTH DEPARTMENT, THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND (March 1989), see House of
Lords, 507 HANSARD COIs. 1212-47 (May 17, 1989).
78. For a lengthy summary, see The Times (London), May 24, 1989.
79. Considerable public controversy was stirred when it became known that the judges planned
to take off a normal working day to hold this meeting. After the news had provoked widespread
criticism in the media and elsewhere, it was announced that the meeting would take place on a
Saturday instead, and that the Lord Chancellor had agreed to extend the deadline for the judges'
response until May 20. Id. Apr. 14, 1989. See the Lord Chancellor's letter to The Times, Apr. 18,
1989, denying suggestions that the proposed action by the judges was tantamount to industrial action
in protest at his plans. Id. Apr. 18, 1989.
80. The Green Papers, The Judges9 Response 2 (Royal Courts of Justice, May 1989).
81. Id. 2, 3.
82. Id. 20.
83. Id. 134.
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provided no justification for the radical reforms they proposed. They left an
impression that "many of the proposals have not been weighed with the care they
require"; as the underlying concepts were "revolutionary rather than evolution-
ary" this was "unfortunate." 84 The most disturbing features of the Green Paper
were the proposed imposition of government control over the profession and the
failure to recognize the threat to the constitutional concept of the doctrine of the
separation of powers. "Far too great an emphasis is laid on the principle of
competition as a justification for the changes. The basic error of this approach is
to equate the provision of professional advice with the marketing of commercial
goods. ' 85 In sum, the circuit judges, like their senior brethren, disliked the
proposals intensely.
D. POLITICIANS
The Green Papers were only debated in the Upper House. The House of
Commons therefore never had an opportunity to express a view on the merits or
otherwise of the Green Papers, though there were various brief references to the
subject in the form of Parliamentary Questions. 86
The debate in the House of Lords on April 7 was remarkable for its length
and the virtual unanimity of view expressed. It lasted from 9:56 a.m. to
10:21 p.m.-an unprecedented length for a Lords debate on a Friday. Of the
fifty-one peers who spoke (not including the Lord Chancellor himself), only five
spoke broadly in favor; a few gave it mixed reviews; but the overwhelming
majority were roundly critical.87 Several commentators (including the writer)
saw the overwhelming preponderance and weight of the critics in the debate as
clear evidence that the government would have to make some important changes
in its proposals if legislation was to get through the Lords.88
The Lord Chancellor gamely sat through the entire debate and defended his
proposals both at the start and the finish. Indeed, Lord Mackay took a high
profile role throughout the entire consultation period from January 25, when he
launched the Green Papers at a press conference, to July 19, when he held a
second press conference to introduce the White Paper. He spoke at numbers of
meetings,8 9 including in particular the huge meeting organized by The Times at
84. Comments of the Council of H.M. Circuit Judges on the Work and Organization of the Legal
Profession 7 (May 1989).
85. Id.
86. See, e.g., House of Commons, 145 HANSARD cols. 567, 569; 148 HANSARD col. 598 (Mar. 6,
1989); 150 HANSARD cols. 569-71 (Apr. 10, 1989); House of Lords, 505 HANSARD col. 999 (Apr. 3,
1989).
87. The Times (London), Apr. 8, 1989, carried a two-page report on the debate.
88. See, e.g., The Guardian, Mar. 10, 1989; The Observer, Mar. 12, 1989.
89. For reports of his remarks at such occasions, see, e.g., The Times (London), Feb. 14, 1989;
id., Mar. 7, 1989; id. Mar. 16, 1989; id., May 29, 1989.
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the National Theatre. He wrote articles in the press 90 and never lost an oppor-
tunity to proclaim what he saw as the virtues of his proposals and to refute the
points made by the critics. In view of the fact that he ultimately had to retreat
from many of the key proposals, it may in retrospect have been an error of
judgment for him to have devoted so much energy going up and down the
country defending what were, as he constantly proclaimed, only proposals for
consultation.
The Labour Opposition never produced a coherent response to the Green
Papers. The nearest it came to this was the relatively brief speech made by its
Front Bench spokesman on legal affairs, Lord Irvine of Lairg QC, during the
House of Lords' debate. He mainly avoided the issue by criticizing the Green
Papers for not dealing with access to justice for the underprivileged and the poor.
He did not quarrel with the proposed ending of the Bar's monopoly over rights
of audience, but he strongly opposed the suggestion that barristers should be
allowed to form partnerships with members of other professions, which he said
would destroy the Bar.
9 1
The Labour Party's contribution to the debate did not go much further than
this. A front-page lead story in The Guardian on May 3 reported an agreement
by Labour Party leaders on proposals for radical changes of the legal system to
increase access to the law.9 2 The proposals were intended to surpass the gov-
ernment's plans for remodelling the legal system through the introduction of
market forces. They included the establishment of a democratically accountable
Department for Legal Affairs, a new system for the appointment of judges, and
the wider availability of legal aid. These proposals, however, were not published
and therefore had no impact on the course of government thinking.
On the Conservative side, one of the most intriguing questions was the role
played by Sir Patrick Mayhew QC, the highly respected Attorney General. As
formal leader of the Bar, he was under intense pressure from senior members of
the profession to resign from his office in protest at the government's plans. The
indications were that he was personally extremely unhappy about many of the
proposals, but he refused to bow to the pressure to resign. He obviously saw his
role, instead, in trying to modify the proposals from within the government and
behind the scenes. Most commentators would probably agree that his policy was
fully vindicated by the White Paper.
E. THE PRESS
The press devoted a great amount of space to the subject over a period of
months. All the serious papers had frequent lengthy news stories, editorial com-
90. See, e.g., id., Apr. 14, 1989.
91. 505 HANSARD, supra note 77, cols. 1323-27.
92. The Guardian, May 3, 1989, at 1.
0
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ment, articles by guest contributors, and many letters to the Editor.93 The Times,
in particular, gave the subject immense coverage. On the whole, the press was
largely favorable to the Green Papers. On the morning after their publication in
January 1989, the Lord Chancellor must have been extremely gratified to find
that most of both the serious and the popular newspapers gave him strong edi-
torial support. The strongest support came from The Guardian, The Indepen-
dent, The Financial Times, The Daily Mail, and The Daily Express. The Daily
Telegraph was cautiously favorable. The Times, however, had considerable res-
ervations.
F. INDEPENDENT EXPERT OPINION
During the period allowed for consultation, views were expressed by large
numbers of individuals and bodies who could claim to be expert, while not being
directly involved in the issues raised as legal practitioners or judges. There is no
space here to do justice to this great mass of informed comment, evaluation, and
criticism. But it does seem appropriate to mention at least a small number of
especially significant contributions.
1. The Consumers' Lobby
Both the Consumers' Association (CA) and the National Consumer Council
(NCC) basically supported the Green Papers. The two organizations led those
who were urging the Lord Chancellor to stand firm against the efforts of so many
of the professionals to get him to water down or, better still, ditch his proposals.
The CA said it supported the general principles which underlay the three
Green Papers: "CA considers that competition is one of the main means through
which the interests of consumers are protected and that restrictive practices
regarding entry into the legal profession and practice within the profession act
significantly against the interests of consumers and would-be consumers of legal
services." 94 On advocacy, for instance, CA said it disagreed "with the Bar
Council's preposterous suggestion that the implementation of the Green Paper
proposals would 'reduce consumer choice, lower the quality of legal services and
diminish competition,' " and considered the opposite to be the case. 95 Nor did
it think that implementation of the proposals would lead to fusion. 9 6 The Bar
Council had been right to say that justice could not be measured in terms of
competition and consumerism, but this was not true of legal services: "Such
93. Letters to the Editor of The Times (London) on the subject appeared on the following dates:
Jan. 28, 30, 31; Feb. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, I1, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27; Mar. 16,
18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 29; Apr. 20.
94. The Work and Organization of the Legal Profession: Memorandum from Consumers' As-
sociation in response to the Government's Green Paper (CM. 570) of Jan. 1989, at 2 (Apr. 1989)
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services can and should be measured in terms of competition and
consumerism." 
9 7
The Green Paper was right to propose that an advisory committee with a
majority of lay members should advise the Lord Chancellor, and that he should
then decide which professional bodies should be allowed to do advocacy in the
courts, and in regard to the profession's codes of conduct: "The Bar Council is
not above the law. . . . It has an honorable history and its integrity is not in
question. But it has a sorry record of not merely perpetuating but of extending
restrictive practices by which it operates . . . " 98
CA also supported direct access to barristers by lay clients and multidisci-
plinary partnerships for both barristers and solicitors subject to appropriate
safeguards. 
99
On conveyancing, CA supported all-out competition between solicitors in
private practice and financial institutions employing solicitors or licensed con-
veyancers. It thought the Green Paper did not go far enough in that it proposed
to prevent the institutions from providing the service at less than true cost. This
approach it thought was wrong: "We support an open market for conveyancing
services, subject to the minimum of proper safeguards." 'oo
CA urged the government not to be persuaded by the profession's argument
that financial institutions should not do conveyancing because it would restrict
independent financial advice for clients. The truth, it suggested, was that:
[M]ost clients do not look to solicitors for that kind of advice and guidance. A survey
conducted in 1985 by CA showed that over two-thirds of house buyers approached the
mortgage lender before approaching the solicitor. Most clients had therefore chosen
before they even saw the solicitor. Only II percent sought advice from solicitors about
the mortgage-compared with 35 percent who sought such advice from a building
society and 15 percent who sought it from a bank. "01
CA also supported a phased introduction of some form of contingent fees,
starting with the Scottish style of speculative action plus some "uplift," which
should not, however, be related to the amount of damages and which should be
subject to supervision by the courts.' 0 2
The government-funded National Consumer Council also welcomed most of
the recommendations in the Green Papers. It did not, however, think it appro-
priate for the Lord Chancellor to make decisions on standards of education and
97. Id. 20.
98. Id. 23.
99. Id. 44 34-37; 43-45.
100. Conveyancing by Authorized Practitioners: Memorandum from Consumers' Association in
response to the Government's Green Paper (CM. 572) of Jan. 1989, 12 (Apr. 1989) (available from
the Consumers' Association, supra note 94).
101. Id. $t 15-18.
102. Contingency Fees: Memorandum from the Consumers' Association in response to the Gov-
emnment's Green Paper (CM. 571) of January 1989, $t 9-13 (Apr. 1989) (available from the Con-
sumers' Association, supra note 94).
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training, nor on specialism, nor on the content of professional codes of conduct.
Instead of an advisory committee under the domination of the government, there
should be an independent legal council employing its own secretariat and con-
sisting of a balance of lawyers and nonlawyers to oversee professional and
educational standards and complaints. It also thought that persons practicing as
barristers should not be accessible to ordinary lay clients; better that there be
extremely easy relations between the two branches of the profession and that
solicitors have the same rights of audience as barristers. 1
0 3
2. Justice
The all-party law reform body JUSTICE took a much more critical position.
It did not like the idea of the Advisory Committee (let alone the Lord Chancellor)
supervising the profession's conduct or standards. This should be the task of the
profession, subject to the supervision of the Lord Chief Justice and the Master of
the Rolls. It approved the concept of equal rights of audience for all qualified
advocates, other than lawyers employed by the Crown Prosecution Service. But
it did not think that lay clients should have a right of direct access to barristers,
which would reduce the consultancy role of the Bar and would increase over-
heads. It was also against multidisciplinary partnerships, which would generate
conflicts of interest between profits and professional obligations and also have
grave implications for legal privilege.
3. The Director-General of the
Building Societies Association
Mr. Mark Boleat, Director-General of the Building Societies Association, was
a leading protagonist in the debate regarding the right of financial institutions to
do conveyancing. He was naturally in favor of the Green Paper proposals. Nev-
ertheless, he made one concession against interest that may have had a major
impact in ultimately determining the outcome on this issue. At the Forum orga-
nized by The Times on March 15, Mr. Boleat said that the government's claim
that it would provide a "level playing field" to ensure fair competition between
the financial institutions and the solicitors' profession in addition to being un-
necessary was also "unworkable."' 0 4 There was no way of establishing the true
cost of conveyancing services for the institutions: "Is the Government going to
stipulate how true cost is to be calculated, that is the number of years over which
start-up costs are to be amortised, policy in respect of depreciation, provisions
on allocating overheads, and so on and so on." 10 5 This statement was probably
103. National Consumer Council, Response to the Lord Chancellor's Department's Green Paper
(Apr. 1989) (available from the National Consumer Council, 20 Grosvenor Gardens, London SWI).
104. Speech by Mark Boleat, The Times (London) Forum (Mar. 15, 1989).
105. Id.
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an important factor in helping the Law Society to get the safeguards for private
practitioners proposed in the Green Papers strengthened.
4. The Director General of Fair Trading
Sir Gordon Borrie's contribution to the debate as Director-General of Fair
Trading was of particular significance. It had been widely assumed that he and
his office were behind many of the proposals in the Green Papers. It was there-
fore a considerable surprise when it emerged that he was actually against some
of the most important proposals-especially as they affected the Bar.
His formal submission to the Lord Chancellor's Department'0 6 stated that he
strongly supported the government's overall objective: "to see that the public
has the best possible access to legal services and that those services are of the
right quality for the particular needs of the client." 10 7 The Green Papers attached
major importance to the promotion of "a free, competitive and efficient market,
with safeguards directed at quality of service, as the principal means of achieving
its overall objective." 0 8
Sir Gordon said he had no doubt that there was great scope for promoting
greater competition between providers of legal services, but any reform program
had to deal with various important considerations: (1) even if the market were
disciplined as to price and quality, it might still be entirely beyond the means of
many with important legal needs; (2) greater efficiency might result in greater
concentration and reduced accessibility; and (3) a concern to regulate might
conflict with the need to preserve the independence of those involved. 109
Sir Gordon said that any reform program needed to command sufficient public
and professional support. There was a "need to steer a course through some of
the controversy which the Green Papers have generated."" 0 In part his submis-
sion represented "an attempt to identify common ground on which a worthwhile
package of reform can bring real benefits and gain acceptance." I I I
One yawning gap in the Green Papers identified by Sir Gordon (and many
other commentators' 12) was its failure to deal with the poor who could not afford
legal services. He called for "an unequivocal commitment that public support-
106. Green Papers on: The Work and Organization of the Legal Profession; Conveyancing by
Authorized Practitioners; Contingency Fees-Comment by the Director-General of Fair Trading
(Apr. 17, 1989) [hereinafter Comment by Dir.-Gen.] (available from the Office of Fair Trading, Field






112. See Glasser, Legal Services and the Green Papers, Law Soc'y Gaz., Apr. 5, 1989, at 9; Abel,
Contradictions in the Green Papers, Law Soc'y Gaz., Mar. 22, 1989, at 14.
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whether through legal aid or otherwise-will be available to pay for essential
legal services which cannot otherwise be afforded."' 13
He did not approve of the idea that the Lord Chancellor should lay down rules
of conduct or standards for the profession, especially if it was to be done by
statutory instrument. It would be better that this be a function given to an
independent body "at arms length from both government and the profession,
with oversight of all those providing legal (and paralegal) services." ' 1 4 This
body should have a small majority of professional members-perhaps nominated
by the various professional bodies. It should employ its own secretariat. 115
In regard to advocacy, Sir Gordon favored a gradualist approach to ending
restrictive practices: "A 'Big Bang' approach could jeopardize the long term
future of an independent Bar."' 16 In small claims, debt, and housing cases the
client should be allowed to be represented by anyone, subject to the court's right
to exclude the corrupt or unruly. Solicitors should have the right to appear as
advocates in the lower courts, as now, without any need for further certification.
They should also have such a right in the Crown Court. There should be a
nonexclusive specialization scheme for solicitor advocates to assist the public in
choosing suitable practitioners. Barristers should retain their exclusive right of
audience in the High Court and above. A certification scheme entitling nonbar-
risters to appear in the higher civil courts should be established. Employed
barristers and solicitors should have the same rights as those in private
practice. 17
The Director-General strongly supported the removal of statutory inhibitions
preventing solicitors from engaging in multidisciplinary and multinational prac-
tices. Provided there were safeguards for maintaining professional standards and
for protecting clients, mixed practices should be encouraged. Each profession
concerned should be required to alter its code of practice to bring them up to the
standard of the Law Society, and each member of a mixed practice should remain
responsible for observing the member's own profession's code of practice.
Sir Gordon strongly opposed, however, any right for barristers to practice in
partnership, whether with each other, or with solicitors, or with members of
other professions. The Green Paper's proposals "insufficiently recognized the
value of the Bar as a separate independent profession" available to all
solicitors." 8 He shared the view of those who feared that the Green Paper
113. Comment by Dir.-Gen., supra note 106, 10.
114. Id. 9116.
115. Id. 9117.
116. Id. 1 21(4). For another commentator's jaundiced view of the merits of the Big Bang
approach to reform of the profession, see Rees-Mogg, Why a Legal Big Bang Could Turn Out to Be
Political Time-bomb, The Independent, Jan. 31, 1989.
117. Comment by Dir.-Gen., supra note 106, $ 26.
118. Id. $ 30.
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proposal would lead to serious reductions in the practicing Bar's size, quality,
and range of skills, which would be "a perverse effect of a policy intended to
increase competition and so widen choice."9
Sir Gordon took broadly the same approach to the conveyancing proposals as
Mr. Boleat of the Building Societies Association. He welcomed the opening up
of competition to include the financial institutions, but he doubted whether it was
either necessary or practicable to impose controls to prevent predatory pricing.
There was no clear distinction between this and the keenly competitive pricing
that the policy should encourage. A lending institution prepared to foot the bill
for conveyancing should, however, be required to do so regardless of whether the
conveyancing was handled by its own staff or an independent conveyancer. Sir
Gordon thought the fears that competition from financial institutions would sig-
nificantly reduce the numbers of solicitors' firms were exaggerated. '
20
IV. The White Paper
Having taken stock of the mass of written and oral' 21 submissions, the Lord
Chancellor issued his long awaited White Paper on July 19.122 In the days leading
up to its presentation, the fact that the Government had decided to make con-
siderable changes from the Green Papers had become generally known through
a series of press stories, most of which clearly emanated from interests concerned
to stop too much backsliding. 123
Press headlines on the morning after showed that opinions varied as to who
had won. While The Times said "Pressure by Bar fails to halt Mackay's sweep-
ing changes," The Guardian's appeared under the heading, "Mackay opts for
softer line on legal shake-up package." 124 Whatever view one took of the overall
balance, it was clear that some very important changes had been accepted by the
government.
(1) General principles: These would be laid down not in delegated legislation, as
proposed in the Green Papers, but in primary legislation. All those concerned
(including the Lord Chancellor himself) would have to have regard to those
objectives. 125
119. Id.; see Zander, Is There Common Ground Between the Bar and the Lord Chancellor?,
COUNSEL, Mar./Apr. 1989, at 8; Mann, Risking All on Legal Reform, The Times (London),
Mar. 8, 1989.
120. Comment by Dir.-Gen., supra note 106, 36.
121. The Lord Chancellor received dozens of individual and group deputations urging views in
response to the Green Papers. The writer was one of the many persons received in this way.
122. LEGAL SERVICES: A FRAMEWORK FOR THE FUTURE, 1989, CM. No. 740 [hereinafter WHITE
PAPER]. It seems that the White Paper was the result of the work of the same interdepartmental
committee of officials as the original Green Papers. The final package was approved by the Cabinet
on July 12, 1989. See The Guardian, July 13, 1989.
123. See, e.g., Dyer & Hencke, Bar Wins Retreat on Shake-up, The Guardian, June 29, 1989.
124. The Times, July 20, 1989; The Guardian, July 20, 1989.
125. WHITE PAPER, supra note 122, 2.2.
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(2) Advisory Committee: The majority would not be "laymen," as in the Green
Papers, but simply not practicing lawyers. 126 The Committee would appoint
its own staff who would not be civil servants. It would be "operationally fully
independent of Government."
1 27
(3) Rules of conduct and training regulations: Draft rules of conduct and training
regulations regarding advocacy and the conduct of litigation would be made
by the profession, but they would (i) have to be submitted to the Advisory
Committee for its views-to which the profession would have to "have
regard"; 128 and (ii) require the approval of the Lord Chancellor. 129
The Lord Chancellor would require the concurrence of the Lord Chief Justice,
the Master of the Rolls, the president of the Family Division, and the Vice
Chancellor. Both the Lord Chancellor and the judges would be required to have
regard to the views of the Advisory Committee. 130 The duty to "have regard" in
this context would not necessarily mean acceptance of the Advisory Committee's
view, but a decision to differ from the Committee would have to be justified by
reasons. 13' The scheme technically gives the judges a veto on proposed changes,
but the Lord Chancellor obviously hopes that generally the judges will go along
with changes recommended by the Advisory Committee.
(4) Rights of audience: The scheme set out in the Green Papers would be dras-
tically modified. Instead of rights of audience being determined essentially
by reference to whether an advocate had obtained full or limited advocacy
certificates, most rights of audience questions would continue to be deter-
mined in practice by reference to whether the advocate was a barrister or
solicitor. There would, however, no longer be any statutory restrictions on
solicitors having full rights of audience.' 
32
A barrister would automatically be qualified to appear in any court or
tribunal. 133 A solicitor would automatically be qualified to appear in the lower
courts (as now). A solicitor wishing further rights of audience would have to
satisfy the Law Society's training requirements.' 
34
As in the case of rules of conduct and training regulations, any proposed
changes in the list of those authorized to hold rights of audience would require
the approval of the Lord Chancellor with the concurrence of the senior judges, 135
after "having regard" to the views of the Advisory Committee. 136 The White
126. Id. 7.10.
127. Id. 7.13.







135. Id. 3.10-11, 8.5.
136. Id. 3.10-.11.
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Paper said the "Government envisages that this will in practice be reflected in the
earlier stages of the preparation of drafts by the professional bodies through a
process of discussion involving all four parties": the professional body, the
Advisory Committee, the senior judges, and the Lord Chancellor. 137
The suggestion in the Green Papers that employed lawyers (and, above all,
those in the Crown Prosecution Service) should have rights of audience was
considerably modified. The White Paper simply said that professional rules could
limit such rights of audience; the Advisory Committee should consider the issue,
and it should be "kept under review by the professional body concerned."' 138
The government would permit litigants in small claims, debt and housing cases
in the county courts to choose to be represented by lay advocates. 139
(5) Specialization: Instead of the Lord Chancellor being responsible for recog-
nizing schemes for specialization on the advice of the Advisory Committee,
this would be left to the professional bodies, subject to comment by the
Advisory Committee.
(6) Partnerships for barristers: Instead of a new rule that barristers could form
partnerships, the question would be left to the Bar to regulate.
(7) Direct access to barristers: Instead of new rules allowing direct access for
lay clients to barristers, this would be left to regulation by the Bar.
(8) Multidisciplinary partnerships: Instead of a new rule that members of the
two professions should be permitted to form multidisciplinary partnerships,
this issue would be left to the professional bodies to regulate. Such regu-
lations would require approval from the Lord Chancellor on advice from
both the senior judges and the Director General of Fair Trading.
(9) Contingent fees: The whole concept of contingent fees was dropped, though
the government said that it would legislate to permit the Scottish system of
"speculative actions" under which the lawyer is paid his normal fee only if
successful with an uplift subject to a maximum laid down by subordinate
legislation. 140
(10) Conveyancing: The Green Paper scheme for competition from banks and
building societies to permit "one stop shopping" was considerably modi-
fied by three new proposed restrictions: (i) An identified solicitor or licensed
conveyancer would have to be responsible for carrying out the conveyanc-
ing service in each transaction. The person would be required to give the
client a personal interview and review with the client any potential conflict
of interest. The first duty of the solicitor or licensed conveyancer would be




140. Id. 14.3.4. This new rule would not apply, however, to criminal or family proceedings.
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would have to sign a certificate that this responsibility had been properly
explained to the client. (ii) The solicitor or licensed conveyancer would
have to explain to the client the scope of the service being offered, what was
not covered, and any potential conflict of interest. (iii) The code of practice
would prohibit the provision of conveyancing services to both the buyer and
the seller. It would also prohibit practitioners from offering conveyancing to
a party in a transaction in which the practitioner, or a subsidiary or con-
nected company, was also providing estate agency services to another party.
Written consent of the parties could not override these restrictions.' 
4
'
V. The Courts and Legal Services Bill
The government introduced its Bill to implement the White Paper's proposals
in December 1989. The shape of the Bill was very similar to that foreshadowed
in the White Paper. 142 Apart from the unexpected length and complexity of the
Bill, 143 there were few surprises. The greatest perhaps was how narrowly the
government intended to confine the discretion of the four senior "designated
judges" who will have to approve any proposed changes in regard to rights of
audience.
The Bill (clause 15 144) defines "the statutory objective" and "the general
principle." The Lord Chancellor explained that the statutory objective was sub-
ject to the general principle.145 The statutory objective is "the development of
legal services in England and Wales (and in particular the development of ad-
vocacy, litigation, conveyancing and probate services) by making provision for
new ways of providing such services and a wider choice of providing them."
New, it appeared, was by definition to be deemed good. There was at first no
public interest test. But after protests during the debates in the House of Lords,
the government introduced an amendment adding at the end of the definition the
words "while maintaining the proper and efficient administration of justice." 146
The general principle (also defined in clause 15) is that the question of rights
of audience for different categories of persons should be determined only by
reference to: (a) whether the person concerned is qualified "in accordance with
the educational and training requirements appropriate to the court or proceed-
ings"; (b) whether he is a member of a professional or other body which (i) has
141. Id. 5.14.
142. The first part of the Bill dealt with the different but related matter of the allocation of
business between the higher and lower civil courts. The chief effect of these reforms will be a
massive transfer of work, especially in personal injury cases, to the county courts where barristers
and solicitors already enjoy equal rights of audience.
143. The Bill has well over a hundred pages.
145. See House of Lords, 514 HANSARD col. 1183 (Jan. 25, 1990).
146. See id. col. 1187.
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rules of conduct governing the conduct of its members, (ii) has an effective mech-
anism for enforcing those rules of conduct, and (iii) is likely to enforce them.
Again, when the Bill was first published there was no requirement that consid-
eration be given also to any test of the public interest. It was obvious that the
government hoped to give as little scope as possible to the designated judges' veto.
But as a result of criticism in the House of Lords, the government introduced
an amendment that somewhat expanded the definition of the general principle by
adding (c) consideration whether the professional (or other) body's rules of
conduct were appropriate to the interests of the proper and efficient administra-
tion of justice. 147 This still did not, however, seem to permit an inquiry into
whether it would be in the public interest for members of the body (say, solic-
itors) to have the rights of audience proposed.
The government was defeated in the House of Lords on one potentially very
significant further part of the definition of the general principle. An amendment
moved by Lord Alexander (a past chairman of the Bar), added to the definition
of the general principle that in regard to rights of audience in the higher courts
the body had to have a rule equivalent to the Bar's "cab rank rule.' ' 148 This rule
requires a barrister to take any case offered in a field of work in which the
barrister practices provided that the barrister is free to take the case and is offered
a proper fee. The rule prohibits a barrister from discriminating between clients on
the ground that the barrister does not like or does not want to represent the
client. 149
The Lord Chancellor's position on the Alexander amendment was that he did
not object to the principle of the cab rank rule, but that he did not think that it
should be in the Bill: "I entirely agree that this is an appropriate rule to consider
as regards advocates in the superior courts. However I say to your Lordships that
the general principle dictates what the rules should be. Your Lordships would be
well advised to leave that matter to the delicate but effective machinery which the
Bill has provided." 150 Their Lordships were not persuaded and they approved
Lord Alexander's amendment by ninety-nine to ninety-two. 51
The question then was whether the government would accept the amendment.
When the Bill was introduced in the House of Commons on April 18, 1990, the
Attorney General, Sir Patrick Mayhew, announced that the government would
accept the principle, though it would introduce its own revised version of the
147. Id. col. 1212.
148. See House of Lords, 516 HANSARD COIs. 190-216 (Feb. 20, 1990).
149. The details of the rule are set out in the Lord Chancellor's speech on the Alexander amend-
ment. Id. cols. 209-10.
150. Id. col. 212.
151. The amendment required an advocate in the higher courts to be subject to a rule "in
appropriate terms" and subject to "appropriate exceptions ... to act for any client (whether legally
aided or not) in cases within his field of practice."
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Alexander amendment applying the nondiscrimination principle to all cases, not
just those in the higher courts. 152 Much turns on the precise definition of the cab
rank rule adopted by the government-which was unfortunately not available in
time to be included here. The Bar hopes that the effect of the rule would be to
reduce the attractions of advocacy in the higher courts for solicitors and thus
minimize the threat of competition from the solicitors' branch. The Law Society
hopes that the new rule will not affect the way solicitors operate their practices
too seriously 153 and that some solicitor-advocates will be encouraged to exercise
any new rights of audience granted.
If the new rule were only to apply to the higher courts, the Bar's hopes might
be realistic. But since it will apply to advocacy in all the courts it seems likely




The White Paper and the Bill, in marked contrast to the Green Papers, were
well received in most quarters. The profession is relieved in particular that the
crucial issue of partnerships between barristers and solicitors and between law-
yers and nonlawyers is still to be determined in essence by professional self-
regulation. Whether or not solicitors eventually opt for multidisciplinary part-
nerships, this arrangement virtually guarantees the continuation of the divided
profession more or less in its present form.
The judges have won a right of veto over proposed changes in regard to rights
of audience. The solicitors' branch immediately expressed concern that the
judges might simply block extended rights of audience for solicitors in the name
of the "public interest." It remains to be seen whether these fears prove realistic.
That they are far from being a fantasy was shown in the first public comment by
a judge when the Master of the Rolls, Lord Donaldson, speaking at the Bar's
Annual Conference on September 30, 1989, signalled his view that the judges
might wish to insist that in regard to much work in the higher courts (including
criminal cases and judicial review work) only full-time advocates taking instruc-
tions from other lawyers should be eligible. 155 If the judges persist in this ap-
152. See House of Commons, 170 HANSARD col. 1449 (Apr. 18, 1990).
153. A great debate was generated, apropos, by the revelation that two highly respected firms of
solicitors did not act for defendants in rape cases. See 140 NEw L.J., Feb. 9, 1990, at 157, 284-86.
It would seem that such policies would have to be abandoned in the face of the new rule.
154. Sir David Napley, generally regarded as the doyen of solicitor-advocates, has argued that
there are so many exceptions to the cab rank rule as operated by the Bar that solicitors have nothing
to fear from it. See The Times (London), Apr. 17, 1990.
155. He drew a curious distinction between litigation in which there is a direct public interest in
the result (crime, judicial review, and cases involving matrimonial status and welfare of children) and
the rest, where the public interest was simply to ensure an adequate system of justice. In the former
category, he suggested "the interests of justice may demand special requirements such as, for
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proach, in spite of a clear contrary view from the new, broadly based Advisory
Committee, they would indeed be thwarting the balance of the new scheme
proposed by the White Paper. 156 But the precise balance of power between the
Advisory Committee and the four designated judges and which of them is to be
"top dog" is one of the imponderables of the government's legislation. In the
writer's view the Advisory Committee is intended to be the chief policy maker,
but the judges may take a different view. 157
The White Paper gave the Bar a victory in control over issues such as the right
of barristers to practice in partnership and the right of lay clients to go directly
to barristers. The threat of competition from lawyers employed by the Crown
Prosecution Service has also probably receded. 158 The solicitors' branch too has
won important victories, in regard to extended rights of audience in the higher
courts, in the right of appointment as Queen's Counsel159 and to the higher levels
of the judiciary,' 60 and, above all, in the restrictions imposed on competition
from financial institutions (which are so severe as greatly to diminish, if not
wholly to eliminate, the threat of such competition). The judges, the Bar, and the
solicitors' branch all feel that the White Paper and the Bill represented a signif-
icant retreat by the Government on the vital question of independence of the
profession and self-regulation.
On the other hand, the Lord Chancellor by no means gave up the whole of his
original package, and many of the alterations he accepted still represent valuable
example, that the preparation and presentation of the case be in separate and independent hands."
Address by Lord Donaldson MR, Annual Bar Conference (Sept. 30, 1989). See also Zander, Law
Soc'y Gaz., Oct. 25, 1989, at 17.
156. The importance of the battle over rights of audience, it must be said in passing though, will
be less important than before, as more work is transferred from the higher to the lower courts where
solicitors can already appear as advocates. The government's plan to implement the main proposals
of the Civil Justice Review, for instance, will mean the transfer of virtually all personal injury cases
to the county court. See statement of the Lord Chancellor, House of Lords, 505 HANSARD col. 1293
(Apr. 6, 1989).
157. The Bill provides that any designated judge who refuses approval for proposals by the Lord
Chancellor can be required to give the reasons for refusal in writing (sched. 5, 5(10)). Theoretically,
the reasons would be open to challenge in the courts for "unreasonableness," but it is difficult to
imagine that such proceedings would ever be brought successfully. The scheme of the Bill gives each
of the four senior judges a veto over extended rights of audience. It is not surprising that the Law
Society views this with concern.
158. There was an ominous note for the Bar, however, in the statement by the Attorney General
on the Bill's Second Reading in the House of Commons that the proposed new cab rank rule would
have to be adjusted so as to allow employed advocates "to act only for their employers in whatever
court of proceedings in which they may have a right of audience." See 170 HANSARD, supra note 152,
col. 1449. The Bar is understandably terrified of the possibility that the Crown Prosecution Service
would be given rights of audience in the crown courts.
159. The WHITE PAPER, supra note 122, 3.21, stated that the Lord Chancellor would in future
regard as eligible for appointment as Queen's Counsel anyone who held rights of audience in the
High Court or in the Crown Court.
160. The WHITE PAPER, supra note 122, 15.5, proposed that appointment to the High Court
bench would be open to those who had held a general right of audience in the High Court and the
Court of Appeal for ten or more years.
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advances from the previous status quo. I personally believe that the most im-
portant development in the long run will prove to be the establishment of an
Advisory Committee with a majority of lay members. If the right persons are
appointed to serve on this body (reform minded but not too radical), it could play
an invaluable, constructive role as a catalyst for change.
This article has concentrated principally on the most controversial proposals in
the Green Papers, on almost all of which it is fair to say that the government
eventually felt it necessary or at least politic to retreat. Many other useful but less
controversial proposals in the Green Papers survived wholly or mainly intact,
such as the new Legal Services Ombudsman (whose powers will include the right
to recommend to the profession that an aggrieved client receive compensation
from the practitioner or the body to which the practitioner belongs), or the new
right of practitioners to establish partnerships with lawyers in other countries.
Moreover, the scheme in the legislation will be further strengthened by the
government's plans to make the rules and practices of all the professions subject
to the scope of the restrictive practices legislation. 161 Under the forthcoming
restrictive practices legislation, rules contained in a statute, or which require the
approval of a Minister, will be excluded. This means that the rules made by the
professional bodies to cover advocacy in court, the conduct of litigation, and
associated training that will require the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor and
the senior judges would be excluded, though any proposed changes in such rules
will have to be submitted to the Director-General of Fair Trading, whose views
will have to be taken into account by the Lord Chancellor and the senior judges.1 62
This is not the occasion to attempt a comprehensive evaluation of assessment
of the likely future impact of the government's proposals on legal services. The
purpose has rather been the more limited one of trying to give some impression
of the battle royal that followed the publication of the Green Papers. I share the
widely held view that the White Paper and the Bill represent a great improvement
on the Green Papers. But, as an exemplar of how to conduct an exercise in
reform, the whole exercise seems to me to fall a good way short of the ideal.
First, it was exceedingly unfortunate that it generated so much heat and indeed
produced so much bad feeling. Not all the blame for this can fairly be laid at the
door of the government. The Bar, in particular, handled its response to the Green
Papers, especially in the early weeks of the campaign, in a manner that verged
on hysteria and that seemed unworthy of a great profession. Nor did all the judges
who took part in the debate conduct themselves with the discretion that one might
reasonably expect from seasoned members of the English judiciary. Several of
them made public statements that, even at the time, seemed "over the top.- 163
161. Proposed in OPENING MARKETS: NEw POLICY ON RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES, 1989, CM.
No. 727.
162. WHITE PAPER, supra note 122, 11.2-3.
163. A signal instance was the suggestion by Lord Lane, Lord Chief Justice, that the Green Paper
was "one of the most sinister documents ever to emerge from Government."
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But it is right to say that even though the judges and the Bar were arguably
wrong to be so intemperate in their response, one cannot be sure that the Lord
Chancellor would otherwise have paid as much attention to what they had to say.
Possibly, the unreasonable way in which they presented their views made an
impact that could not have been achieved by a more moderate stance.
Moreover, there is no denying that they were sorely provoked. The govern-
ment put forward highly controversial plans that were completely at variance
with what the Royal Commission on Legal Services had recommended and the
government itself had previously accepted. It gave no explanation of its dramatic
change of policy. It launched its proposals with a great fanfare under a banner of
radical reform. Those directly affected saw the proposals as posing a serious or
even a mortal threat. The government then allowed an inadequate period for
consultation. In spite of protestations from the Lord Chancellor to the contrary,
most commentators gained the clear impression that there would be little scope
for modification of the proposals, and that they would be forced through regard-
less of the opposition. (The fact that Mrs. Thatcher's government has been
notable for a general unwillingness to listen to its critics obviously did not help.)
This impression was strengthened by the way that the Lord Chancellor stumped
the country making speeches in support of his so-called consultation papers. One
might have expected him to have sat apart waiting to see what response his
proposals might bring.
If a government plans to introduce major changes with significant potential
impact on important institutions it should make every effort to ensure that it has
done its homework. The critics were right, I believe, to say that many of the
proposals in the Green Papers were poorly thought out. The fact that they were
ultimately dropped was a mercy. But many of them should never have been put
forward at all.
The Green Papers represented an attempt at reform by what might be called the
Big Bang. Predictably, they aroused intense opposition. The only unpredictable
factor was the precise intensity of the reaction. Some believe that it was all a
Machiavellian plot by the Lord Chancellor to put forward outrageous proposals
which would attract so much flak that he would then retreat to carefully prepared
positions considerably more daring than he could otherwise have attained. I do
not share this view. I do not think that Lord Mackay anticipated quite how furious
everyone would be-the more striking considering how personally liked and
respected he is. But that the proposals would be deeply unpopular with the
profession and the judges was obvious. The fact that, in the end, the government
had to beat a fairly massive retreat shows, at the least, that its original judgment
of what was desirable was seriously at fault. The first test of politically sound
solutions to problems is whether they can be implemented. These failed the first
test and had to be discarded. Through a combination of luck and skill, the Lord
Chancellor managed to convey an impression of having pulled off a successful
coup by achieving a compromise more or less acceptable to all. Certainly, he
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deserves credit for having the integrity to admit that the original proposals re-
quired drastic modification. But one would not expect less from Lord Mackay.
The pity was that the Green Papers provoked a huge and, I believe, completely
unnecessary row, which will, I fear, have had the consequence not only of
creating much regrettable ill-feeling all around, but of damaging confidence in
the good sense of government in general and of the Lord Chancellor's Depart-
ment in particular.
The effect of the legislation on legal services remains to be seen. There are
four key uncertainties: (1) what new rights of audience will be given to solicitors
in private practice and to what extent will solicitors exercise them; (2) whether
salaried Crown Prosecution Service lawyers will be permitted to appear as ad-
vocates in the crown courts; (3) whether financial institutions will engage seri-
ously in competition with solicitors for conveyancing work; and (4) whether
solicitors will eventually be allowed by the Law Society to join in partnership
with nonlawyers. The eventual judgment on the value of the Government's
legislation will turn on the answers to those questions-and their consequences.
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